The University of California has an established policy of nondiscrimination that is printed in full, above. The University requires that representatives of your organization, when agreeing to accept, train, and supervise field study students, be aware of and comply with this nondiscrimination statement.

Your signature on this form, indicating an agreement to comply with the policy of nondiscrimination in providing opportunities to Social Ecology field study students, is required. Organizations unable to abide by the nondiscrimination statement cannot be approved as Social Ecology field placement sites.

Signed:

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Date

Print Name & Title of Contact Person

Name of Organization

Address: 

City, State ZIP

PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN THIS FORM TO: ASHLEY VIKANDER, DIRECTOR, FIELD STUDY PROGRAM

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL ECOLOGY

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

IRVINE, CA  92697-7055